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In The French Room, best-selling author and interior designer Betty Lou Phillips explains the
age-wisdom and fervent beliefs that have long defined French decorating and reveals the
principles behind designing the perfect French room. With more than 150 awe-inspiring
photographs, Tres French also shares secrets on the ways color solves irksome design
problems without moving walls or making other structural improvements, addresses the art of
hanging art and dressing salon windows, then moves into the French kitchen and bed chamber
to explore those unique cultures.



The French RoomBetty Lou Phillips, ASIDPhotography by Dan PiassickThe French
RoomDigital Edition v1.0Text © 2008 by Betty Lou PhillipsPhotographs © 2008 by Dan
PiassickAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced by any means whatsoever
without written permission from the publisher, except brief portions quoted for purpose of
review.Gibbs Smith, PublisherPO Box 667Layton, UT 84041Orders: 1.800.835.4993www.gibbs-
smith.comFront Cover: Taking inspiration from the shapely, gracefully displayed containers
holding colored water in the lobby of Paris’s grand Hôtel Crillon gives rise to a sophisticated
greeting room where an array of textures adds character and a bronze-and-taupe palette helps
visually enlarge the space. The table with a reflective finish is from Murray’s Iron Works, Los
Angeles. Reveling in its glow are chairs in the style of Louis XVI by Nancy Corzine. A decidedly
French bar cart—from KM Antiques, New York—takes the place of the usual table. The
“Versailles” sofa is from the Cameron Collection, Dallas. The nineteenth-century limestone
fireplace is from France.The French RoomTable of ContentsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionLes
Couleurs De FranceLe SalonÀ TableLa ChambreRésidences SecondairesLes
DétailsResources, Directories and CreditsAcknowledgmentsTo simply say “thank you ” hardly
seems adequate, but I would like to warmly thank the many people who helped air-lift The
French Room and its 200 images to press. For without their help, this book would not
be.Special thanks, therefore, goes to those who opened the doors to their splendid châteaux
and permitted us to photograph their residences: Heather and Bill Esping, Lisa and David
Faulkner, Ruth and Jack Gay, Francie Faudree Gillman and Dale Gillman, Staci and Jeff
Mankoff, Marsha and Bill Rickett, Lisa and Jay Ryan, Chris and George Tamke, Radonna and
John Vollmer, Cathy and Jeff Wood and more.I appreciate, too, the distinctive way of defining
style—with a chic blend of the traditional and edgy—of the following designers: Laura Lee
Clark Falconer, Sydney Fiedler, Francie Faudree Gillman and Dale Gillman, Sarah Lander
Hast, Richard Gordon, Bill Hendrix, Pam Pierce, Carol Ray and Marlene Weitman, Lisa Luby
Ryan and Liz Lank Williamson.Also, I am personally grateful to those who worked overtime so
our own projects could become an integral part of this book: Price Avent, Susan Brown, Donna
Burley, Nancy Caperton, Buffy Cornell, Mark Danuser, James Davis, Esther Gandal, Lupe
Hayes, Jennifer Howell, Bill Lawrence, Harold Leidner, Jesus Marroquin, Shaun Christopher
Marshall, Carl McGowan, Philip Minton, Jodie Newby, Jim Palmer, Allan Rodewald, Corinthia
Runge, Julia Rider, Jimmy Saunders, Clair Story and Linda Swain. Thanks also go to Jennifer
Chapman, Julia Foster, Christy Gatchell, Angela Malone, Gillian Bradshaw Smith, Clair Storey,
Jayne Taylor, Doreen Wallace and Julie Willenbrock.For her prized design assistance, I thank
Andrea Smith time and again. Together we thank our design-savvy team: Julie Macatee,
Brenda Lyle, Katie Lang and Janice Stuerzl.Add to the above list a love and appreciation for
photographer Dan Piassick, book designer extraordinaire Cherie Hanson, and my longtime
editor Madge Baird—each helped polish The French Room to a gleam.A comfortable haven
works not only for entertaining friends but also for everyday life, thanks to a cozy palette and a
mix of old and new—giving the impression that furnishings were gathered over
time.Understated elegance reigns in an entry with ample historical references. The painted
settee, a marquise (a wide, low-back bergère capable of accommodating two people that
became the prototype for the loveseat) and marble table are all old, the latter unearthed at Kay
O ’Toole Antiques in Houston. The leopard runner is from Stark Carpet. In seventeenth-century
French châteaux, staircases swept to the right—ensuring that right-handed men defending the
estate from the top of the stairs could comfortably swing their swords to the right. Testaments



to this architectural ideal continue today.Introduction“The real voyage of discovery consists not
in seeking new landscapes, but in having new eyes. ”—Marcel ProustGiven their strong sense
of self, commanding flair and ardor for collecting, to say nothing of their savoir-faire, the French
simply do not understand American dependence on decorators, which they view as leaving
one vulnerable to uncertain results.It ’s not that none would ever dream of collaborating with a
design professional, only that most would never turn over control of a project even to the most
capable hands. Never mind that ancestral furniture and objets d ’art conspire to make seeking
expert help unnecessary. Most see decorating as an aesthetic undertaking en route to self-
satisfaction.So, what if faced with myriad issues that warrant assistance? In that case, the
French are likely to have a comprehensive plan, opt to be hands-on and be precise in requests
—specifying styles, shapes and proportions in such detail that leaves little doubt about their
wishes and suggests the confidence they have in their own good taste. Further ensuring the
results are in keeping with the preciseness of their visions, many continue buying what they
admire, upholding the exacting standards they insist upon. While adding to a trove of distinctive-
looking family pieces, like-minded style setters paint flattering self-portraits revealing their
creativity, interests and national pride—which is, of course, their intention.Without fail, settings
start with furnishings handed down from one generation to the next. As rooms take shape, they
gather even more accoutrements that are meaningful. Determined to prevent their heritage
from fleeing to far-flung cities outside France as much as striving to make stylish statements,
habitués flock to the Hôtel Drouot, in Paris ’s ninth arrondissement, or district, where more than
2,000 auctions held annually teem with temptations for every predilection.In addition they
spend weekends relentlessly combing the famed Marché aux Puces de Saint-Ouen, the vast
flea market in existence since 1886 on the outskirts of the capital, unless scouring les puces
(flea markets) at Vanves and Montreuil or traipsing to L ’Isle-sur-la-Sorgue, the Lubéron ’s
matchless center for antiques, with more than 250 brocanteurs (dealers in second-hand
goods).Even so, most interiors are neither cluttered nor intimidating. Despite the grandeur in
which Louis XIV (1643–1715) and his descendants Louis XV (1715-74) and Louis XVI (1774–
93) lived in the ostentatious Château de Versailles—with its approximately 700 rooms and
2,000 windows—understated beauty is a design dictum. The French equate elegance with
restraint, shunning the wanton excess identified with the ousted ancien régime.Ongoing
sympathies to the principles that led to the storming of the Bastille prison on July 14, 1789, and
overthrow of a monarchy born in 987 cut across regions and class lines in this nation of more
than 60 million people. Unlike in the United States, where there is more than a hint of elitism as
even in an uncertain economy a record number of men and women are making fortunes and
reveling in spending them on everything from high-performance cars to higher-performance
airplanes to posh vacation homes in enclaves such as Aspen and the Hamptons, image-
conscious Gaullists are wary of splurging on anything that might telegraph wealth. Rather,
people of all economic levels link well-being with “liberté, égalité, et fraternité!” —the national
mantra born at the onset of the French Revolution and heralded ever since.Not that
appartements in the Île-de-France—the very heart of France, including Paris and the seven
surrounding départements —are devoid of glamour. Or that some do not emit an air of
sumptuousness. Nearly twelve million people live in this historic region. And, by some
estimates, fewer than 25 percent dwell in single-family homes.As it turns out, most quarters are
modest in size, by American standards, in spite of lofty ceilings, deeply chiseled moulures
(moldings), patterned wood floors and untold presence. The older the building, in general, the
more prestigious it is, with eighteenth- and nineteenth-century hôtels particuliers (family
mansions now divided into appartements ) the most adulated of all privately owned



domains.There are, of course, exceptions. But in the capital ’s most coveted arrondissements,
nearly all are handed down from generation to generation rather than sold, creating an aura of
exclusivity that suggests an occupant ’s admission into Paris ’s modern-day aristocracy even if
not intended. Undeniably, an address alone conveys privilege to those in the know. For the
French are well schooled in the art of discretion to avoid exacerbating age-old social tensions.
As children they learn that talking publicly about family wealth or anything else that might stir
envy or resentment is not simply taboo but by its very nature a very un-French thing to do.Amid
the intimacy that classically proportioned rooms afford unabashedly swirl shimmering taffetas,
sophisticated jacquards, smart damasks and chic chairs from the beguiling Rococo period
(1730–60), when Louis XV and his renowned mistress, Madame de Pompadour, had great
influence on the decorative arts.And inside the apartments, there is most certainly nothing
conservative about the requisite centuries-old mirrors, valued Aubusson carpets and stone
busts that sit on top of commodes carved in the era of Louis XVI, even if clean-lined
neoclassicism developed as a reaction against the perceived excesses of rococo style—about
which there is no doubt.Mixing pieces from disparate periods is common practice, offering a
rich lesson in art history while easing formality. But a dash of leopard fabric may also tame the
seriousness of a space by making the glamorous appear more relaxed, or vice versa.
Certainly, looks vary widely. Seldom do the French stray from their unified approach to
decorating, however.(Never mind that in the interest of equality, the Fifth Republic ideal ignores
religious and ethnic differences so those with residency papers exude a collective identity
regardless of their origins. Or that officially, all citizens are French, neatly grouped, regardless if
they share or distance themselves from Gallic values.)Those with pro-Gallic sentiments make
no secret of their love for family, affection for pets and fervor for France, whether furnishing an
appartement with a Paris address, a château in the Loire Valley or a bastide just outside the
village of St-Rémy-de-Provence. But the old-world élan of their rooms may well owe even more
to unspoken revelations equally instinctive that stretch back to the Sun King ’s haute obsession
for detail and finely crafted furnishings rather than to his lavish lifestyle and glitzy fêtes.With the
wisdom gleaned from fervent beliefs that have long defined French decorating, savvy
Americans—designers and not—ardently sculpt satisfying rooms that distinctly reflect
individual sensibilities and stateside lifestyles yet owe more than a little to inspirations from
abroad. No matter that living on this side of the Atlantic means we aren ’t necessarily charmed
by an antique vase with a chunk missing, aren ’t drawn to a thread-bare carpet and may refuse
to exalt the beauty of a tattered chair; we trust that the French would approve. How could they
not? How indeed! For we offer an updated take on old-world artistry—fashioning spaces as
different as they are dazzling—that says much about our attitudes, values and a people whose
joie de vivre (art of living) has earned our admiration and respect.—Betty Lou Phillips,
ASIDP.S. This isn ’t to imply that a lot can ’t happen in the translation when ideas and
furnishings are transferred from one culture to another. With imitation now decidedly last
century, being American means having the freedom to express our individual taste and
confidently putting our own artistic spin on French style, whether relaxed or refined.Until the
time of Louis XVI, dining tables were uncommon. Now an appreciation for the old, the unusual,
the unexpected and the unique ultimately leads to an artfully fashioned dining room that brims
with culture and charm. Lee Jofa fabric covers chairs from Therien Studio Workshops, San
Francisco.Inviting admiration, Richard Ginori layers “Fiesole, ” manufactured in Italy.In the
orderly world of the French, most everything must be within easy reach. And while large cracks
are not especially desirable in pots de confit—which once preserved duck or goose for
cassoulet, a South of France specialty—most stateside collectors expect to see signs of



wear.Les Couleurs De FranceTaking a cue from the land, the sun and the glistening
Mediterranean Sea, not from established trend forecasters, interiors echo the splendor of
France the way Mother Nature intended, proponents say.Blue—a color once believed to keep
all manner of misfortune away—lands in a wave of favorite shades, from the sapphire blue that
bathes the sweeping coastline to the sky blue in the cloudless countryside to the violet blue of
lavender beds faded by the sun. Splashes of balmy yellow, poppy red and deeper claret shore
up sites flooded with light, winning admiration, too.Color also makes its way from faithfully
tended vineyards, olive groves and wheat fields, as well as orchards with the latest crops of
peaches and plums. As if that weren ’t enough, the shifting tones of leafy green offer even more
decorating choices.Finally, in a country entrenched in its fabled past, mellow old-world shades
of ochre—whose pigments range from oxblood with undertones of brown to pale yellow—are
coaxed from the earth into rooms where they vie for the right to have their say. Not that the
color is limited to interiors—hardly. Seventeen painterly shades—including sienna, umber, and,
not least, terra-cotta—swathe houses in the Lubéron village of Roussillon, whose rolling hills
are an important resource for ochre sold around the globe.While the color wheel is a universal
tool considered helpful in pairing hues, the French maintain that world authorities cannot
improve on nature, whose endless color possibilities coexist in harmony. As proof, they offer a
chic mix of visual interest and drama, straying beyond conventional combinations to distinctive,
unexpected choices appropriate for the room ’s ever-changing natural light.No matter that
French chemist Michel Eugène Chevreul ’s pioneering work as director of Gobelins, the most
important tapestry and carpeting manufacturer of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
contributed to the development of the color wheel. In a country that has always been defined
by its regional differences—given that France ’s climate and terrain vary wildly—most people
prefer trusting their instincts, drawing color from nature ’s schemes or the façades of historic
sites.Intense, saturated Mediterranean hues that can hold their own in the glaring sun fill
dwellings in the South of France, where subdued tones can look lifeless and dull. By contrast,
vibrant colors appear garish in Paris, which sits at about the same latitude as Seattle and
Vancouver, and where a dressier spirit pervades.In the French capital—along with other places
with moody weather—posh muted shades such as oatmeal, parchment, putty and taupe
project sophisticated, gracious airs that are anything but drab. Mixing subtle values of the same
color appeals to the uptown sensibilities of Parisians, whose cosmopolitan style requires that
fabrics and wall finishes simply complement each other rather than court attention.Prompted
by the pull of the past, some scrape centuries of paint off walls, trying to unearth the original
color, or at least a layer suggestive of what once was. Dozens more see no need to make any
changes to a place filled with memories that separate them from everyone else. Unlike in the
States these days, where it is commonly estimated that families move every five years and
then in new locales embark on campaigns to craft distinctive looks, most dwellings remain in
the same family for generations—and the French tout their deeply personal histories as a way
to distinguish themselves from others, sharing as a backdrop the palette of France.A culturally
rich dining room plays host to meals both fancy and less formal with Louis XV walnut
commodes dating back to the eighteenth century, an Italian tiered crystal chandelier a century
younger and an oil painting by Edzard Dietz, who received his formal training in Germany
before settling in France. All but the latter are from Jacqueline Adams Antiques, Atlanta, and
fittingly, not about to be overshadowed by the grouping of etched vessels anymore than Shaun
Christopher Designs ’ stunning stenciled walls (repeating the Mulberry motif from chair fronts)
or the Hinson & Company window treatments fabricated by Donna Burley at Straight Stitch,
Dallas. Sconces (unseen) add to the ambiance during an ongoing search for an area rug.New



or old, there ’s no mistaking that copper is a staple in French kitchens, mostly because it heats
quickly and evenly at low temperatures and then cools quickly.Most Parisians begin the day
with a freshly baked croissant at their favorite boulangerie, while people in this country are
more apt to perch at a breakfast bar in their own homes. The order of the day: a sampling of
Vietri ’s “Incanto, ” handcrafted in Italy. The durable weave of a Bergamo fabric makes it an ideal
choice for covering bar stools from Michael Shannon Associates.A painted cupboard from
Country French Interiors, Dallas, brings a rural accent to a sophisticated home. Behind closed
doors is a flat-screen television mounted on an articulating bracket that allows viewing from
anywhere in the breakfast room. Old walnut planks make up the table from The Old Timber
Table Company, Dallas.Once, the kitchens in most châteaux were servants ’ domains, hidden
behind swinging doors on the ground floor, far from the dining room to avoid scattering fires
and intrusive sounds and aromas—in short, places most would seldom go. Quite the opposite,
today ’s open kitchen has become the new greeting room, an all-purpose space that rivals a
Parisian café.Warm, glazed finishes create the illusion of age, while a collection of antique
French pharmacy jars furnish vintage charm. Curtain fabric is from Cowtan & Tout.The Power
of ColorTranslated, an old French proverb proclaims, “A white wall is the fool ’s paper, ” not
considering the thousands of paint chips now on the market that people might be left
obsessing over—actually, enough to make some stick with white, despite having to deal with its
numerous undertones: pink, peach, yellow, green, blue, gray, taupe and mushroom, to name
just eight.The adage does deserve credit, however, for publicizing the power of color, which
can make authoritative statements, alter outlooks and help shrug off stress. It also can solve
some irksome design problems—without moving walls, raising roofs, adding on or making
other structural improvements, which, in this world of uncertainty, is equally impressive.It is a
stretch to say, though, that any adage would ever hold the French hostage. Those who don ’t
subscribe to its view are quick to point out that in white lies a spectrum of colors. And that,
depending on the time of day and season of the year, a room may appear gray at one hour and
perhaps green another. But even they readily acknowledge that to increase the sense of space,
highlight admirable architecture and quell ceiling shortcomings, it is worth adopting the
following time-tested guidelines that make a room not only more alluring but eminently
livable:Light, less-than-intense cool colors—for instance, blue and green—visually expand
small quarters, prompting walls to recede so spaces appear larger than they actually are.Dark,
warm colors—red, orange and yellow—do just the opposite. Advancing hues work overtime to
make generously sized rooms appear more intimate by absorbing light.Rich, sun-drenched
colors look best after dark, lit by candles, picture lights, wall sconces and carefully placed table
and floor lamps—with dimmer switches adjusting lighting levels. During the day, deep colors
accentuate cracks and patches on walls, plus make ceiling imperfections difficult to
ignore.Tempting as they may be, riotous, sizzling hues are worth thinking twice about should
the whim strike—unless living in a light-flooded region that blatantly demands colors as brilliant
as the sun.Walls and molding with minimum contrast—meaning the latter are painted just
slightly deeper than the former—fashionably disguise so-so trim and other surfaces lacking
architectural panache, such as radiators. Avoiding visual rivalry, in turn, brings the illusion of
height to a low-ceilinged room.Some argue, knowingly, that adding one-third to one-half wall
color to white perceptibly elevates a ceiling to greater heights.Conversely, a ceiling painted the
same color as the walls seemingly lowers the ceiling. So, too, does painting it darker than the
walls.In spaces with sufficient light, a shade of white works well as a frame for contrasting
walls.Garrets are not places to experiment with bold, eye-popping colors, even when bathed in
light. The same serene shade on walls and ceiling masks odd contours, increases the feeling



of space, and leaves a room feeling tranquil, which is indeed the goal. Enveloping walls and
sloping ceilings in a small-scale-patterned paper—one that matches the mood of the times—
also creates an air of spaciousness.A late-eighteenth-century canvas that once lined the walls
of a salle a manger (dining room) in a bastide (villa) in the Dordogne region of France now
adds warmth and a layer of luxury to the far wall of this great room. Embracing the painting ’s
icy blue color, nineteenth-century children ’s chairs, impeccably dressed in a subtle Sanderson
check, cuddle up to a Hamilton coffee table. Quiet shades of gold, ivory and taupe
harmoniously imbue the space with texture without pattern overload. The St. Francis bergère
chairs are from the Cameron Collection, as is the down-filled sofa.An eighteenth-century
armoire from Jacqueline Adams Antiques, Atlanta, pays homage to France with its importance.
What most distinguishes it? Palatial proportions, deep, intricate carving, piercing, a shaped
bonnet (curved top), and, indeed, the patina of time.Day or night, a pair of nineteenth-century
chandeliers—scaled to lofty proportions—stakes claim to the air space, defining multiple
conversation areas.To approximate the diameter of chandelier needed for a space, measure
the width of the room in feet, double the number and convert it to inches. Another option:
measure the width of the room in feet and then the length of the room in feet. Add the two, and
then convert the feet to inches. An important aside: the wiring of a fixture—antique or not—
should be checked before hanging, making sure it is UL approved. UL (Underwriters
Laboratories) is the trusted source for product compliance, relied upon to test for safety.Mixing
elegance with ease warms an amply proportioned great room that works for enjoying the
company of friends, playing games with grandchildren and watching television. Bolts of Nobilis
and Randolph & Hein fabrics cover back-to-back sofas from the Cameron Collection, separated
by an antique table—quite unlike the usual arrangement of facing sofas on either side of a
fireplace. Lamps are from Nancy Corzine; shades are by Ceil Johnson, Dallas. The limestone
fireplace with a commanding presence is from France.An authentically French Sanderson
toiles de Jouy print swathes chair fronts and seats, while a Rogers & Goffigon woven cloaks
backs of seating from the Renaissance Collection, Dallas. Bridge table is by Panache.
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Sharon, “Another one of author's fabulous books on French decorating. .... Another one of
author's fabulous books on French decorating. Lots of ideas that can be applied to one's home
without spending a fortune!”

Beverly Tuthill, “Love the book - Great photos and the information is .... Love the book - Great
photos and the information is nicely positionedthe color of the font makes the pages harder to
read in some lightbut love the beauty  of the book”
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money it cost.”
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The book by Betty Lou Phillips has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 71 people have provided feedback.
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